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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

With high pressure over the Gulf, conditions should be fairly benign this weekend. Winds will be southerly, at mostly 
moderate speeds in central and eastern sections with fresh to strong speeds in the west. Seas should be slight to moderate. 
Precipitation chances will remain low. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Model guidance is showing a weak cold front moving off the Texas coast Monday.  Winds will veer to NE’ly and increase to fresh-
strong speeds after it passes, however, it should stall over the western Gulf Tuesday.  A weak low may form over the Bay of 
Campeche along the western end of the front Monday, which will increase winds over parts of the central and eastern Gulf to fresh 
to strong speeds.  The front will hang around the coast into the middle of the week.  Wednesday, a low to the north will push the 
front eastward again, and it too should stall over the western Gulf on Thursday.  Winds west of the front will be NE at fresh to
strong speeds, with SE’ly winds at moderate speeds east of it. Seas will be mostly moderate, but should increase to rough in the 
stronger winds behind Wednesday's front over the western Gulf.  Precipitation chances will be fairly low but shower and 
thunderstorm chances will increase Wednesday across the western and north central Gulf regions.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas
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This Evening’s Winds and Seas
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